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Abstract

Thedevelopment of a high current,heavy-ion beam driver
for inertial confinement fusion requires a detailed under-
standing of the behavior of the beam, including effects of
the large self-fields. This necessity makes particle-in-cell
(PIC) simulation the appropriatetool, and for this reason,
the three-dimensional PIC/accelerator code WARP3d is
being developed. WARP3d has been used extensively to
study the creation and propagation of ion beams both to
support experiments and for the understanding of basic
beam physics. An overview of the structureof the code is
presentedalong with a discussion of featuresthatmake the
code an effective tool in the understandingof space-charge
domimted Wrn behavior. A number of applications
where WARP3dhas played an importantrole is discussed,
emphasizing the need of three-dimensional,firstprinciples
simulations. Results and comparisons with experiment are
presented

1 INTRODUCTION

The mainline approach of the U.S. for a driver for
energy production by inertial codnement fusion is a
heavy-ion induction accelerator. The beams used for
heavy-ion fusion (HIF) have a large enough currentthat
the space-charge effects dominate the behavior of the
beam, in comparison to thermal effects. The necessity of
including the significant space-charge makes theoretical
analysis of the beam difficult, but makes the use of particle
simulation techniques (used in plasma physics) ideal.

One- and two-dimensional particle-in-cell (PIC) codes
have played a significant role in the understanding of
space-charge dominated beam dynamics. Often though,
full three-dimensional models are required to capture all
of the relevant physics; there is much interaction of the
longitudinal andtransversedynamics of the beams. Exam-
ples of cases where full-three dimensional simulation is
necessary are the study of beam ends and longitudinal
compression in a quadruple lattice and the examination
of various element misalignments and non-axisymmetric
field errors.For these reasons, the three-dimensional PIC/
acceleratorcode WARP3dis being developed.

WARP3d[l] is a three-dimensionalPIC code developed
expressly for the purpose of simulating the behavior of
high-current,space-chargedominatedbeams. The applica-
tions of interest are ongoing and futureacceleratorexperi-
ments in the HIF programandultimately a full scale driver
for inertial fusion energy power production. We are well
on our way toward a source-to-targetmodeling capabdity
needed for modeling a full scale driver.

2 OVERVIEW OF WARF3d

The WARP3dcode combines the PIC technique with a
description of the “lattice” of acceleratorelements. In the
PIC model, the calculation of the self-fields of the beam is
done by solving Poisson’s equation (i.e. electrostatic only)
on a 3-D mesh which can move with the beam. Only elec-
trostaticbeam fields are important throughoutmost of an
HIP acceleratorsince, with the large ion mass, the velocity
is well below the speed of light, only reaching -0.3 c at the
end. The particles are advanced using the full Lorentz
equation, including the self electric field as well as the
applied electric and magnetic fields. The beams can be
createdin theirentirety at the startof the simulation or by
injection. The injection can be off of a plane or a curved
surface and can be at a set currentor space-chargelimited.
Both steady-state and time-dependent simulations can be
made. The steady-state algorithm is based on the algo-
rithmused in EGUN[2].

The lattice is a general set of finite-length accelerator
elements including quadruples for focusing, dipoles for
bending, and induction gaps for acceleration, as well as
more general elements with arbitraryfields. Another set of
elements in the 3-D model specifies the locations and cur-
vatures of bends. These are not physical elements but are
the appropriatecoordinate transformationsneeded to fol-
low the beam around the bends. The calculation of the
self-fields is also altered to include the curvature of this
“watped space.

The fields of the lattice elements can be specified at any
of several levels of detail. At the lowest level, the lattice
elements can be hard-edged with an axially uniform field
over the extent of the element. Here, the “residence cor-
rection” method is used in the particle mover, scaling the
applied field by the fraction of the velocity step spent
inside the element, to ensure that the particles receive (to a
good approximation) the correct impulse from each ele-
ment independent of the timestep size and thus allowing
larger timesteps to be used The fields of elements may
also be specified in more detail and more generally either
via axially dependent multipolar field composition or via
field description on a 3-D mesh. The electrostatic elements
can alternatelybe implemented horn “first principles” by
self-consistently including the conductorsin the field sohl-
tion, using a subgrid-scale boundary resolution algorithm
to afforda realistic description of the geometry.

WARP3d makes use of a number of modern program-
ming practices such as use of an interpretivescriptinglan-
guage, coarse grainedobjects, andparallel processing.
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3 BEND EXPERIMENT

A recirculating induction accelerator has the potential
of significantly reduced cost as a driver for heavy-ion
fusion. There are a number of physics and engineering
issues that still need to be examined. For that reason, the
heavy-ion fusion group at LLNL has begun experiments
leading up to a small scale recirculatorwhich will have
dimensionless parameterssimilar to those of a driverscale
recirculator[3].The bend experiment is the first step of the
sequence and may be the first detailed examination of the
behavior of a space-chargedomimti beam in a bent lat-
tice with quadruple focusing.

In the current state of the experiment a matching sec-
tion of seven electric quadruples is followed by eight per-
manentmagnetic quadruples in a straightlattice, andthen
by five more magnetic quadruples which arein a bent lat-
tice with electric dipoles between the quadrnpolesto bend
the beam. The totalbend angle is 45°. The beam of singly-
charged potassium ions is injected with an energy of 80
keV, a currentof 2 mA, and a radiusof 5.5 mm. The space
chargeof the beam depresses the phase advance per lattice
period from 70° to 20°. The transportline is in total about
five metem long.

The goals of the simulations are, in combination with
experimental results, to understand the behavior of the
beam in the bend and to fully characterize the beam to
allow thoroughunderstandingof what will be insertedinto
the completed ring.

Previous analytical work[4] and simulation[l] has
shown that as a beam enters a bend, it experiences a
growth in emittance which is related to the axial therrnrd
spread of the beam. As a beam with a thermal spread
enters a bend, the particles with different axial velocities
will separate due to dispersion. This separation leads
directly to an increase in RMS emittance, and as the non-
linear space-chargedensity due to the separationthermally
mixes, the separationleads to an increase in the true emit-
tance which is related to the beam temperature. In the
length of the current 45° bend experiment, only the
increase in RMS emittance will be observed.

This growth in emittance can be used as an indirect
measurementof the axial thermalspreadin the experimen-
tal beam. The thermal spread is estimated from the tem-
peratureof the emitter to be < 0.1% of the axial velocity,
too small to be measureddirectly. By comparing the emit-
tance growth seen in the experiment with that of simula-
tions, abetter estimate can be obtained.

In most of the simulations, the beam is formedby injec-
tion from the apertureat the end of the diode. The field of
the electric quadruples is obtained from a multipolar
decomposition of the fields calculated from “first princi-
ples” in a separate WARF3d calculation including the
geometry of the electric quadrupo}econductors. The field
from the magnetic quadruples is obtained analytically;
knowing the arrangementof the permanentmagnets which
make up the quadruples, the field can be calculated and
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Figure 1: Normalized emittance at mid-pulse as the beam
moves along the accelerator.The rise in the x emittance is
due to the axial thermal spread of the beam in the bend.
The y emittance begins to rise to match x. T%ethermal
spreadis 0.22% of the beam velocity.

then decomposed into multipolar components. The field
from the dipoles is obtained by another first-principles
solution of Laplace’s equation including the carefully-
shaped electric dipole plates. The field in a 3-D region
aroundthe plates is saved and applied directly to the parti-
cles.

Typically, 100,000 simulation particles and a
64x 32x 256 field grid are used. About 800 timesteps
aretaken for the beam to travel completely though the lat-
tice, taking 20 minutes on 32 processors of a CrayT3D.

With a thermal spread of 0.22% of the axial beam
velocity, roughly the same as the transverse thermal
spread,a significant emittance growth is seen as shown in
figwe 1. Figure 2 compares the transversephase space in
the plane of the bend before and after the bending. The
spreadingis very evident. In the plots, the particle shading
is determinedby the axial velocity, showing the separation
of the differentvelocity classes, The particles with smaller
x’ are those with higher axial velocity; the beam is bend-
ing towards positive x so the particles with higher axial
velocity are bending less and thus have more negative x
and X’.

A series of simulations was carried out with varying
axial thermal spread. Figure 3 shows the final emittance
after a 45° bend versus the axial thermal spread. The
increases in emittance for the velocity spreads shown are
all well within acceptable limits for abeam to be injected
into the ring. Note that for these runs, the fields of the
matching electric quadmpoles were applied using the
hard-edgedapproximation,to reduce the time of the simu-
lation. Comparison with runs using the decomposed first-
principles fields show little difference in the emittance
growth.

Extensive simulations of the full small scale recircula-
tor experiment have also been carriedout. The simulation
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Figure 2: Phase space in the plane of the bend before and
after an 18° bend. The shading of the particlesbased on
axialvelocityshowsthe spreadingfromthe bend.The par-
ticles with largervelocityhave smallerx’.

results show emittance growth horn multi-lap operation
that is well within acceptable limits. That work is dis-
cussed more fully in reference [1].

4 MARYLAND BEND EXPERIMENT

The University of Marylandhas an experimental elec-
tron beam program that is examining the dynamics of
high-current, low energy beams. Currentlythere exists a
one meter long, 4 kV, 20 mA, injector test assembly[6]. In
the planning stages is a ring[7]. The WARP3d code is
beginning to be used in the examination of the experi-
ments and invalidation of the designs.

The focus to date has been on simulating the existing
injector transportline. The focusing in the accelerator is
obtained from printed circuit quadruples which were
designed with a 3-D magnetics program.The fields from
these quadmpoles arecalculated in the 3-D magnetics pro-
gram and are empirically fit to an analytic fomrndawhich
is used in the simulation. Similarly, the fields from a sole-
noid, which is used to initially focus the beam as it comes
off of the source, can be calculated and applied in the sim-
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Figure 3: Final normalized emittance of the beam mid-
pulse with changing axial thermal spreadfor two different
initial emittances, 0.025 and 0.05 mn.rn-mrad. Solid line
is in the plane of the bend, dashed is out of plane. The hor-
izontal lines show the initial emittance. Comparison with
the emittance horn the experiment will give an indirect
measurementof the axial thermalspread.

ulation. The calculated 3-D field structurecan be applied
directly in the simulation, but this has not been done yet.
The simulatedbeam is createdby continuous injection at a
constant currentat the end of the diode and is allowed to
fill the system axially until a steady-state is reached.

As thereis no experimental data yet, comparisons were
made with another code, namely the envelope code
SPOT[8]. Good agreement was found between the codes.
There were minor differences, though, due in part to the
fact that WARP3d allows a more complete description of
the solenoid fields including the radially varying trans-
verse fields. Use of the more complete descriptionchanges
the effective focusing of the solenoid. The futureplans are
to use WARP3dto examine the design of the full electron
ring. That work will rely heavily on the capability of
WARP3d to model the transport of high-cument beams
aroundbends.

5 ELECTROSTATIC QUADRUPLE INJECTOR

An injector for a driver-scale accelerator will be
requiredto produce multiple beams with a high current.In
order to examine the relevant physics and engineering
issues, a driver scale injector experiment is being carried
out at LBNL[5]. The injector design consists of a diode to
extractabeam from a source, followed by a series of elec-
tric quadruple focusing elements which have their volt-
ages arrangedto produce a net accelerating gradientdown
the axis.

The injector produces a 1 A beam of singly-charged
potassium ions at 2 MeV. A majorgoal was productionof
a beam of low emittance. Since there are a number of
issues in the design of the injector which can lead to emit-



tance growth, an effort was started to study the injector
with simulation. The major issue is the large_size of the
potentials of the electric focusing quadruples relative to
the energy of the beam. That potential can cause a signifi-
cant transverse variation of the axial velocity which dis-
toms the beam, leading to emittance growth; this is
referredto as the “energyeffect”.

The experiment has been simulated extensively using
WARF3d. Initial simulations were of a smaller scale,
proof of principle experiment and help demonstrate the
feasibility of the injector design and improve upon it. The
major improvement was knowledge of how much to
increase the diode voltage. Wh.hthatincrease, the focusing
potentials are a smaller tkwtion of the beam energy and
the distortion due to the energy effect is less. Also, the
beam is more easily focused andcan be made smaller, fur-
ther reducing the size of the distortion. The diode voltage
is limited, though, on the upperend by breakdownconsid-
erations. Increasing the diode voltage from 500 kV to 750
kV was shown by the simulations to significantly reduce
the emittance growth while staying below the voltage
breakdownthreshold.

Self-consistent simulations of the full-scale experiment
have been carried out[l]. The beam is created by space-
charge limited injection off the emitting surface. The full
geometry of the diode region and of the electric quadru-
ple structure is included self-consistently, creating the
applied fields and the image fields. Comparisonsbetween
simulation and experiment have shown excellent agree-
ment in the beam size and divergence as well as in the
shape of the beams transversephase space.

The experimentalresults, though, have shown an unan-
ticipatedbeam hollowing and non-lineartransversecharge
density distribution. Simulations of the experiment have
eliminated such causes as the energy effect, and suggest
that the hollowing could results from a nonuniformdistri-
bution generatedin the diode. Studies of this phenomenon
continue.

6 BEAM COMBINER

An optimal design of a drivermay requirethe combin-
ing of multiple beams in order to take advantage of cost
efficiencies of an architecturewith many beams at low
energy and few beams at high energy. The HE group at
LBNL is carrying out an experiment to examine beam
combining[9]. The majorissue is the increase in the emit-
tance resulting from the filling of phase space between the
beams when they are combined.

WARP3d is being used to simulate the beam transport.
To date, the code has only been used for simulations of the
matching section leading up to the combiner section.
Fairly good agreement with the experimental results have
been obtained. There is a small difference in the phase
rotation which is likely due to uncertainties in the initial
conditions which are used in the simulation. The simula-
tions are shedding light on the cause of an unanticipated

essing in phase space. These simulations are described in
more detail in reference [10]. Our future plans include
simulation of all of the experiment from the source
throughthe combiner.

7 AVLIS

Though not within the HIFprogr~ simulations for the
atomic vapor laser isotope separation (AVLIS) program
provide a means to further the use and utility of the
WARP3d code. The AVLIS program is using an electron
beam to melt and vaporize the material to be separated.
The electron gun has shown anomalous asymmetric beam
behavior that cannot be studied with axisymmetric codes.
We have begun to use WARP3d to examine the gun with
space-charge limited injection of the electrons off the
emitter surface and use of magnetic fields calculated by
TOSCA and specified on a 3-D grid. TEe full conductor
geometry is simulatedusing subgrid-scale conductorreso-
lution.

An additional focus of the simulations is placing toler-
ances on the construction of the gun diode. A series of
simulations has been carried out offsetting various pieces
of the diode to examine the degradation of beam quality.
These simulations are made possible by the three-dimen-
sional code.

8 CONCLUSIONS

‘l%enecessity of self-consistency in the self-field calcu-
lation and of full dimensionality in the study of the trans-
port of high-currentbeams relevant for HIF has lead to the
development of WARP3d, a three-dimensionalparticle-in-
ceWaccelerator code. Though this code is still under
development, it has been successfully used in a wi& range
of applications, some of which have been described above.
The majoruses have been examination of beam dynamics
in ongoing accelerator experiments being carried out by
the U.S. I-IF program. The code has been used to study,
among other issues, injection, transport though lattices
with non-linear fields, transpmtthroughbent lattices, and
misalignments. WARP3dhas played and continues to play
an importantrole in the development of our understanding
of high-cmrent beam dynamics and in the analysis of
high-currentbeam experiments.
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